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Or div[@class="fa-lg"] The latter would only select any elements which are children of elements with the class fa-lg (and not
inside other elements). There is no doubt that regular expressions can do this job as well, but I wouldn't recommend to use them
because of the well known issues with Regex. Q: Angular element.html() won't show the HTML content of the element This is
my code for a button in my HTML page. The button is bind to a function called showRaw() so that when I click on the button it
shows the string inside of the *ngFor. However, it does not show the HTML content of the button. I tried to change *ngFor for
* in and it didn't work. Any idea why? Show Raw Thank you! A: I believe this is because it is getting evaluated in the context of
the whole component. You may try moving that into the @ViewChild decorator and extracting the variable out. export class
MyComponent { @ViewChild('showRaw') showRaw; showRaw(): string { return'some string'; } } President Trump Donald
John TrumpFederal prosecutor speaks out, says Barr 'has brought shame' on Justice Dept. Former Pence aide: White House
staffers discussed Trump refusing to leave office Progressive group buys domain name of Trump's No. 1 Supreme Court pick
MORE on Wednesday signed an executive order temporarily banning all travel from several Muslim-majority nations, his first
presidential action since taking office. The ban, which applies to several Muslim-majority nations, is intended to give the
administration time to enact more robust security measures, as well as to assess its legal requirements. ADVERTISEMENT The
move does not allow in any travelers from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria or Yemen. It will not apply to visa or entry
waivers, which it will allow exceptions for in the next 30 days. Still, Trump's travel ban comes against the backdrop of a charged
political environment and a contentious confirmation hearing for his Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh Brett Michael
KavanaughTrump faces tricky choice on Supreme Court pick The Hill's 12:30 Report: Trump stokes 82157476af
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